have revolutionized everyday working practices; the translator as a focus of study3 is now understood not as a derivative and transparent conduit of a static text but more as an interested, intercultural communicator or intervener4 surrounded by or taking advantage of the technology and paraphernalia of the globalized office and engaged in an intercultural process that alters both source and target cultures. The current thrust of much research has centred on new forms or conceptions of translation itself: the visibility or invisibility of the translator, post-colonialism and translation, translation and power and ideology, translation and censorship, language policy and translation, translation and globalization, creativity and translation, the evaluation of so-called translation "universals,"5 corpusbased translation studies, hybrid texts and "in-between" authors, to name but a few. And this does not cover the growing sub-field of Interpreting Studies, concerned with spoken translation, whether it be at an international conference, a business meeting, at court proceedings, an immigration interview or in a doctor's surgery.6 The span of Translation Studies is therefore enormous and each new development may incorporate theory from related fields: Critical Discourse Analysis, Post-colonialism, Film Studies, Narrative Theory, amongst many others.
Many of the most successful interdisciplinary translation studies adapt such a theoretical model taken from another discipline combined with close textual analysis of originals and translated texts within their sociocultural environments. Such a descriptive branch of translation studies, long promoted by the Israeli scholar Gideon Toury,7 aims at uncovering the basic norms or trends obtaining in the translation process, that is, the "preliminary norms" (such as the policy which determines the selection of texts for translation), the "initial norm" (that is, whether the translator opts for a source-text or target-language oriented approach), and the "operational norms" (relating to the completeness of the target text and
